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Cubasis 3.2: More Features Than Ever

Steinberg announces the upcoming availability of the latest update for Cubasis 3,

featuring two studio-grade in-app purchasable Waves plug-ins under iOS as well as

delivering an array of improvements for both Android and iOS versions.

Steinberg today announced the forthcoming release of Cubasis 3.2, the latest
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update of the award-winning music production app. Redeveloped from the ground

up, Cubasis 3 has evolved into a full-fledged DAW that offers universal app support

for the iPad, iPhone and Android devices.

After the successful collaboration between Steinberg and Waves a few years ago,

the leading manufacturer of award-winning effects processors returns to the

inspiring world of Cubasis with their highly acclaimed Waves Tune Real-Time and H-

Delay Hybrid Delay plugins, available exclusively through in-app purchase on iOS.

Tune Real-Time provides instant and automatic, natural-sounding vocal pitch

correction, while H-Delay Hybrid Delay offers slap-back echo, ping-pong delay and

tempo-sync with modulation. H-Delay Hybrid Delay is newly available in the Waves

Plug-in Bundle IAP and is a free update for existing users.

Mick Olesh, Waves EVP of Sales & Marketing, comments, “We are delighted to

support Steinberg, providing iPad and iPhone users with Cubasis, two additional

Waves plug-ins, enabling their users access to these unique studio-quality mixing

tools. With these tools being iOS-compatible, Cubasis users can now upgrade their

tracks, enhance their creativity and achieve a professional sound-standard. Waves’

availability for iOS is in line with our belief in open platforms, which correlates with

our persistent objective to faithfully serve all users, regardless of hosts, pro audio

field or genres.”

Cubasis extends usability by adding keyboard and mouse support, allowing users to

expedite their workflow with keyboard shortcuts to record, play, navigate, edit and

other popular Cubase shortcuts.

Under iOS, Cubasis goes one step further to ensure maximum performance and

stability. Audio Unit implementation has been enhanced to run simultaneously more

third-party AU instruments and effects plug-ins than ever before. Newly introduced

multicore rendering support allows Cubasis to utilize the full potential of newer

devices.

Alongside the great new features, Cubasis 3.2 includes many user-requested

improvements and fixes throughout the iOS and Android versions of the application.

Marketing Manager Lars Slowak comments: “We are delighted to partner up with

our friends at Waves once again, and that they have agreed to provide exclusive

plug-ins through inapp purchase to Cubasis. Plus, we’ve listened closely to our

customers, making many small refinements and fixes that I’m sure will find great

appeal.”

Cubasis 3.2 will be available from December 21, 2020. through the App Store and

Google Play Store. The update is free for Cubasis 3 customers, available for

download for 54.99 euros.

Special offers with 30% off Cubasis 3.2 and 50% off selected in-app purchases will

be available from December 21, 2020, until January 11, 2021.
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Latest feature additions

Waves meets Cubasis: Waves Tune Real-Time IAP and Waves H-Delay

Hybrid Delay [iOS]

Keyboard shortcut and mouse support [iOS and Android]

Multicore rendering and improved Audio Unit performance [iOS]

45+ improvements in total on both platforms [iOS and Android]
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